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lN rglo; aglacier

off the west coast of
Greenland calved an

iceberg that would

become a chilling part

of history. During
the night of April14,
1912, the lceberg, as it
would become known,

carved afatal slice into

the Titanic, and the

ship that people said

"God himself could

not sink" became the

"greatest sea disaster

of all time."

How could this

deadly iceberg have

formed?

§7hen snowflakes

fall to the ground, the

delicate points on the

snow crystals breah and

the rounded grains mass

together. \7hen some-

one walks on the snow

or makes a snowball, the pressure crushes and

partially melts the snow so it becomes hard

and icy. On a small scale, that represents what

takes place on a much larger scale when ice

fields are formed.

As long ago as 1000 s.c., snowflakes

that fell over Greenland's mountains became

compressed into an ice field. Successive

snowfalls added weight, which forced air

out of the ice. \7hen the ice field became as

thick as a six-story building, pressure caused

it to move down the mountain, much like

toothpaste being squirted out ofa tube.

Because of this motion, it was now called a

glacier. Crushing rock in its path, the glacier

took on gray coloring where the "rock flour"

became embedded.

According to scientific research and edu-

cated guesses cited by Richard Brown in his

bookVoyage of the lcebergby earÿ fall of t9t0,

that glacier stuck its tongue out into the lord
at Jakobshavn on the west coast of Greenland.

Twice a day the rising and falling tides rocked

the glacier up and down. This motion created

numerous cracks along the glaciert "hinge"

into the fiord. The cracks became deeper and

lllustrated by Carol Brozman



weakened the glacier until finally the tongue

of the glacier broke at the "hinge" and became

the lceberg. It was one of a thousand calvings

that year from glaciers originating on the

icecap behind Jakobshavn.
About one and a half years into the

construction of the Titanic, the Iceberg began

to drift slowly northward from Jakobshavn to

Melville Bay and then arched counterclock-

wise around Baffin Bay, which has the grearesr

concentration of icebergs in the Northern
Hemisphere. At a speed of three miles per

hour, the Iceberg traveled slower than a person

walks and was just turning south through

the Davis Strait between Baffin Island and

Greenland, a full year after its trip had

begun. By this time the Titanic was nearly

finished, with only the two upper decks

left to construct.

As the Iceberg passed through the Davis

Strait, it became lodged several times, only

to be blown free by westerÿ gales. It became

stuck on Cape Harrison, on the east side

oflabrador, and the ocean \Maters began to

freeze around it. But on New Yearb Day in
1912, the Iceberg somersaulted to find a new

point ofbalance and broke free. It traveled

south through "Iceberg Alley," past the Grand

Banks on the east side of Newfoundland, and

on into the Tail of the Banks. This area lies

on the fastest travel route across the North
Atlantic waters, the Atlantic shipping lanes.

In the first few months of 1912, that area

experienced its worst winter in thirty years,

with one dark storm following another across

the ocean from North America to Europe.

Most years few icebergs, sometimes none,

drift as far south as Grand Banks. In 1912,

there were over one thousand.

As the Titanic's final preparations for its

maiden yoyage were underway in April1912,

the Atlantic Ocean wâs unusually calm, far

calmer than the oldest seâman had ever seen

it. By this time, the Iceberg had melted signifi-

candy. It rose only about 100 feet above the

water (about as high as the crow's-nest of
the Titanic) but was submerged approximately

500 feet below the surface and measured

1,000 feet wide at its widest part. Compared

to the largest iceberg known, 200 by 160 miles

(which is larger than Maryland), this was a

relatively small berg. However, it weighed

about 200,000 tons, four times as much as the

Titanic. The lceberg wâs upside down, and

rock flour blackened the surface above the

water. A tall central spire rose between two

smaller wings of the Iceberg, like the back and

arms of an overstuffed chair. As a "pinnacled"

iceberg it was extremely unstable, so as it
melted, it spun and somersaulted. This melting

and motion changed its opaque, milky color so

that it reflected the color of day or night.

On the night of April14,1912, the Titanic

was traveling at full speed, quickly swallowing

the last 800 miles to New York. It entered the

Grand Banks of the Atlantic Ocean, which is

the foggiest area in the world because the cold

air of the Labrador Current mixes with the
'wârm air from the Gulf Stream. The moon

wâsn't up yet, and the M/ater was very calm,

so the Iceberg reflected no light and created

no white breakers. The lookouts were without
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binoculars, since none had been put on board

the ship.

Three sharp blows on the lookoutt bells

announced the sighting of the Iceberg, omi-

nously close. In the unavoidable collision that

followed, an underwater ledge of the Iceberg

scraped the ship's starboard side and sliced

through it like a urility knife. In ten seconds,

half the length of the Titanic had been mor-

tally wounded.

After the collision, the Iceberg rocked

and spun slightly, then continued drifting
southward. The only evidence it bore of the

impact was a smear of red paint along one

side. On the morning of April 15,1912,
the chief steward of the Prinze Adelbert was

intrigued to see an iceberg with red paint,
evidence of a collision in the past twelve

hours. He was unaware of the Titanic tragedy

as he photographed the Iceberg, which then

moved into the Gulf Stream, where the

water was five degrees warmer. This rise

in temperature overwhelmed the Iceberg,

and it melted completely while it was still
hundreds of miles off the Bermuda coast.

Evaporation took moisture from that part
of the Gulf Stream into the sky, where it
was stored in clouds. Some fell as snow

over Greenland and joined an ice field
there. Perhaps in 500 to 1,000 years that
snow will complete the cycle and become

part of another glacier that calves into the

Jakobshavn Fjord.

lH THE ÀFTERnilATï ofthe Titanic

tragedy, an international conference was held

'Jil;ll W fA Z',[:,îî]:l

in London. ln 1913, the International Ice

Patrol (IIP), sponsored by more than a dozen

countries, was created as an observation and

ice-patrol service for the Atlantic shipping

lanes. The

United States

Coast Guard

has adminis-

tered the IIP
without inter-

ruption, except

when the

Coast Guard
'was on active

duty during
the world wars.

Twice each

day during the

patrol seâson

e shrp

taken from the Prinze Adelbert)

(generally February to July), the IIP broad-

casts positions of icebergs and boundaries of
pack ice to Europe, Great Britain, Canada,

and the United States.

Despite the data capabilities of computers

in predicting a berg's movement, "there's only

one sure way of telling where a berg is, and

that's by eyeballing it," according to Lieutenant

Junior Grade Thomas J. Neill. There has been

no loss of life or ship since the IIP began. Each

year on April 14 or 15, in remembrance of the

uagedy that created the IIR a crew member on

airplane patrol tosses a memorial wreath into

the waters where the Titanic sank. The IIPt
daily ice bulletin puts a postscript on the April
15 issue: "RMS Titanic 41"46' N-50'14'§tr 15

April1912. Rest in p.r".."lf;€


